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One of the most important, and most studied , aspects of 

human perception is the act of reading. Reading has received much 
attention from researchers, both from a human information processing (HIP) approach 
and as a common, practical act that needs to be optimized, especially in the realm of 
human-computer interaction (HCI). One of the text variables that has been studied for 

over 100 years is line length, at times referred as line width . Psychologists, typographers 
and others working in the field of reading and advertising have demonstrated the effects 
of line length on readability of text. Two of the questions addressed in past studies 
include, How long should a column of text be, to optimize readability of the text?, and 

slow down reading by interrupting the normal pattern of eye movements and move
ments throughout the text. In a world of personal digital devices (PDAs), one-inch cell 
phone displays and of wide-screen TVs and full-wall computer displays, the question of 
line length has renewed timeliness. Studies reviewed here show that different aspects 
of reading performance such as comprehension, reading speed, method of movement 

----------,~aging-amtscrothng)-and-eye-movements-ate-a#eeted-ey-ffiaR§es-f.A-IiAe-le~tA.:-Inr---

addition to that, various typographic factors such as font type and size, line and charac-
ter spacing as well as different screen structures such as varying number of columns and 
screen sizes also affect readability. These factors have an effect on optimal line length for 
the text read from printed or on-screen material. 
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Introduction 

One of the most important , and most studied, aspects of human 

perception is the act of reading. Reading has received much attention from 
researchers, both from a human information processing (HIP) approach (see 
Gough, 1972) and as a common, practical act that needs to be optimized, 
especially in the realm of human-computer interaction (HCI) (see Gould et al., 
1987). 

From both the HIP approach and the HCI-optimization 
approach, it has been interesting to examine what variables in the reading 

act lead to enhanced or inhibited reading performance. These variables can be 
divided into the following types: 
• Variables within the reader (e.g., visual acuity, education level, reading experi
ence, familiarity with the reading material). 

• Typographic variables in the text itself, such as font type and size, line and char

acter spacing, line length and column structure. 
• Variables within the environment (e.g., ambient lighting, visual angle, tailorability 
of the reading material and medium of the text, i.e., printed or on-screen reading 
material). 

• And within the on-screen text, display characteristics such as contrast, flicker, 
aspect ratio and image polarity (Gould et al., 1987; Dillon, 1992). 

The advent and evolution of computer technology, including 
computer terminals, the personal computer, selectable fonts and variable-width fonts, 
has spawned a wealth of studies design to identify the settings-controllable through 

typographic and environment variables-that will optimize reading performance and 
enjoyment. 

One of the te x t variables that has been studied for over 100 
years is line length , at times referred as line width. The effects of line length 

upon readability of text have been demonstrated by psychologists, typographers and 
others working in the field of reading and advertising. Two of the questions addressed 
in past studies include, How long should a column of text be, to optimize readability 

of the text? and Which view is more preferred by readers-multiple narrow columns or 

one wide column witb the same amount of information content? Researcb bas led to 
recommendations that line length should not exceed about 70 characters per line (Spencer, 

1968). The reason behind this finding is that both very short and very long lines slow down 
reading by interrupting the normal pattern of eye movements throughout the text. In a 
world of personal digital devices (PDAs), one-inch cell phone displays and of wide-screen 
TVs and full-wall computer displays, the question of line length has renewed timeliness. 
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Studies reviewed here show that aspects of reading 
performance such as comprehension, reading speed, 
method of movement (e.g., paging and scrolling) and eye movements are 

affected by changes in line length. In addition to that, various typographic fac-
tors such as font type and size, line and character spacing as well as different 
screen structures such as varying number of columns and screen sizes also affect 

readability. These factors have an effect on optimal line length of the text read 

from printed or on-screen material. 

A fundamental finding 
"Line lengths that are recommended as optimal for print 
are not the most legible on screen, when reading rate is used as 
a measure of legibility" (Dyson and Kipping, 1998). The differences between read

ing hard copy and reading a computer display-differences such as lighting source, 

glare potential, whether the text can be moved, ability (or lack of it) to dynamically 
reflow the text, potential for color change or text motion and visual angle, mean 

that a century of research data on optimal line lengths in print may or may not be 
applicable to the on-line reading situation. 

Measuring line length 
Early studies in the field of reading measured line lengths 
in terms of pic as. One pica is one sixth of an inch. Some of the studies mea
sured line length in the units of inch, centimeter or millimeter. More recent studies tend 
to measure line length as total number of characters in a line or characters per line (cpl). 

Units like picas and millimeters can be interpreted in cpl for better comparison of line 
lengths. Bringhurst (1992) presented a method for determining the number of charac

ters in a line for any font face and size: measure the length of the lowercase alphabet 
and use a copyfitting table (abbreviated version shown in table I) that shows for a given 

alphabet length, the average number of characters in that line. 
Another approach to measuring line length is based on the 
size of the text and the distance at which the text is read or 
vis u a I angIe of a I in e. As called out in Gould et al. (1987), visual angle of a line of 

aracters is the angle formed by the width of the line as it relates to the reading distance 
of that line from the reader's eye. This is useful in the sense that printed text and text on 
screen are normally viewed at different distances from the reader, with printed text viewed 

at a shorter distance than the text on screens. 
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Table 1: Copyfitting table-average character count per 
line (Reproduced by author permission, Bringhurst, 1992.) 

Read down, in the left column: lowercase alphabet length 
in points. Read across, in the top row: line length in picas. 
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Early findings 
Early research into the effects of line lengths on read
ability concluded that moderate line lengths are opti

mal for efficient reading compared to very short or 
very long lines. A number of early studies conducted by Tinker and Pat
erson (1940) (summarized in Tinker, 1963) had shown that optimal line length 

of text read from printed material was 13 picas or somewhere in between 59 

to 97 mm or 52 cpl, (as interpreted by Rayner and Pollatsek, 1989), which was 
moderate in between very long lines of 36 picas and very short lines of 5 picas. The 

explanation given for the legibility of moderate line length was that, if the lines are 
too long, it is difficult to make an accurate return sweep to the beginning of the 
next line and if they are too short, readers cannot make maximum use of horizontal 
cues and other more peripheral information in each fixation. 

Burt, Cooper and Martin (1955) also found better reading speeds and ease of read

ing at medium line lengths between 3.5 to 5.5 inches (approximately 89 to 140 
mm). The reason given for this was similar to Tinker and Paterson's findings (1940). 

Summary of Studies 
This section of the paper reviews literature relevant to the 

factors affected by line length and factors affecting line 
length of printed or on-screen text. 

Factors affected by line length 
User responses from various studies concerning the readabil

ity of text from computer screens as well as printed mate

rial address subjective and objective attributes of reading 
affected by line length of the text. Subjectiveaspectsofreadingareatti
tudinal responses of test participants while reading text during the experiment and objec

tive factors are the behavioral and cognitive aspects of readability. 

Subjective fa 
These factors include readers' attitudes toward line lengths 
w hi I e reading. People's subjective preferences like reported ease of reading and satis

faction, affected by line lengths, usually did not correlate with their performance in range 
of experiments conducted to explore the effects of line length on readability (see Dyson and 
Kipping, 1998). This means that what people reported as easy to read was not objectively 

measured faster to read nor did it yield better comprehension in the experiment. Some of 
these subjective factors were studied based on various objective measures. For instance Luck

iesh and Moss (1941) measured the subjective factor of ease of reading shorter lines (13 to 17 
picas) based on objective measure-number of blinks that occurred during reading. 
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Ease of reading 

In 1998, Dyson and Kipping conducted two experi-
ments to explore the effects of line length and paging 

versus scrolling on reading from computer screens. In 
the first experiment each participant, out of 24, was asked to read six docu-
ments with different line lengths of approximately 25, 40, 55, 70, 85, 100 cpl. 
The time taken to read each document was recorded to evaluate reading speed 

at various line lengths. Participants were asked to compare documents at each 
line length with every other line length and say which they thought was easier 
to read. Ease of reading was not explicitly defined so participants could take any 
aspect of reading such as reading speed or effective comprehension as a measure 

for ease of reading. As a result of the experiment, Dyson and Kipping found that 
moderate lines of 55 cpl were reported easier to read than very short lines of 25 

cpl or very long lines of 100 cpl using scrolled or paged movements to navigate 

through the document. The experiment reported that participants did not base their 
judgments on feedback from their speed of reading or degree of understanding; 
instead they monitored their level of comfort or discomfort when reading particular 
line length. Dyson and Kipping also noted that perception of ease of reading from 

computer screen at 55 cpl might be influenced by experience in reading certain types 
of printed material with line length in between 50 to 70 cpl. Burt, Cooper and Martin 

(1955) also found reports of ease of reading at medium line length of 55 cpl in printed 
text. The reason given behind this was difficulty in picking up the beginning of the next 

line (return sweeps) in long lines and inability to take in large phrases of text with single 
fixation and make maximum use of peripheral vision in short lines. On the other hand 
based on a judgment of faster readers Dyson and Kipping (1997b) found that a three 
column format with shorter lines was easier to read. 

In the second ex peri men t by Dyson an d Kip ping ( 1 9 9 8), rela
tively bright white areas in the test document were replaced with a light gray background 
color to test whether or not the amount of glare might have factored into their findings. 

Results of this experiment remained consistent with the previous one in concluding ease of 
reading among different line lengths read. As a result of these two experiments Dyson and 
Kipping concluded that line length should be considered a significant factor as a criterion 

~m~~.~~~---------------------------------------------------------

User preference and satisfaction 

Shaikh and Chapa rr o (2004) con sidered user preference, satisfac
tion and reading efficiency as dependent variables of interest in their experiment investigat
ing the effects of four different line lengths (35, 55, 75, and 95 cpl) on reading speed and 

comprehension. In their study user preference for line length was found to be inconclusive. 
Users either loved or hated the extreme line lengths (35 and 95 cpl) and judged the medium 

line length as optimal. Shaikh and Chaparro found no effects of line length or passage type 
(short news stories or long narrative) on the overall user satisfaction. No direct effects of line 
length were found on reading efficiency. 
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Objective factors 
Various factors associated with reading such as read
ing speed, comprehension, eye movements, method of movements for 

navigation and peripheral vision are affected by line length of text read. These 

aspects of reading acted as a base for various studies carried out on the effects 

of line length on readability. 

Comprehension 
Out of many variables identified as possible influence 
on com prehension, one is the amount of text that can be viewed simulta

neously on-screen (Dyson and Kipping, 1997a). The amount of text displayed on 

screen can be manipulated by varying line lengths. A number of studies have been 

conducted to identify the effects of line lengths on comprehension. Dyson and Kip

ping (1997b) studied the effects of one wide column (about 80 cpl) against three 

narrow columns (about 25 cpl each) of text documents on various comprehension 

tasks. Eighteen subjects were asked to silently read three documents displayed on 

screen. Comprehension was assessed by how successfully participants were able to 

answer questions about whether or not a series of questions was answerable or not 

based on what they had read. Researchers found no overall difference in comprehen-

sion. However, based on a judgment of a group of subjects they noted that the three 

column format with short line length, similar to those found in printed magazines, 

improved comprehension for fast readers. As a possible explanation for this, Dyson 

and Kipping stated that different types of readers may adopt different reading patterns 

that affect their comprehension. For example faster readers might have benefited from 

three narrow columns with short lines due to their ability to easily scan through narrow 

columns and extract meaning. 

In another comprehensive study conducted by Dyson and Kip
ping in 1 9 9 8, they found similar results with no significant effect of line length on 

comprehension. As reported above, they had 24 participants read six documents with 

different line lengths of approximately 25, 40, 55, 70, 85 and 100 cpl. There was no 

evidence of speed-accuracy trade-off between speed of reading and comprehension in 

the study. They reported that faster reading rates did not appear to be at the expense of 
----------Bc~eASiGR . As a S€lC000-.e-Xpetiment.oL:tbe..same st11dy relatively bright white areas io 

the test documents were replaced with a light gray background color, but results for com

prehension remained the same. On the other hand Dyson and Haselgrove (2001) had 36 

participants read documents edited to a total length of approximately 1 000 words with vary

ing line lengths of 25, 55 and 100 cpl at fast and normal reading speeds. They 

hypothesized that readers may vary their reading rate to maintain a relatively constant 

level of comprehension across different line lengths (i.e., speed-accuracy trade-off). They 

attributed the reason behind this contrast to the requirement for participants to recall 

details and make inferences in their study which was missing in Duchnicky & Kolers 

(1983) and Dyson & Kipping (1998). Dyson and Haselgrove (2001) concluded that overall 



comprehension was reduced when reading fast, but that the type of infor

mation recalled was not dependent on the speed of reading. They explained 

the effects of line length on comprehension in terms of mechanics of reading 

(nature of eye-movements), mechanics of scrolling and consolidation of what is 

read . Both very short and very long line lengths can slow down reading by dis

rupting the normal pattern of eye-movements. They recommended a medium 

line length of 55 cpl compared with long lines of 100 cpl for better comprehen

sion due to the interruptions that occurred with long line lengths because of 

locating the beginning of a line, following a return sweep and disrupted concen

tration. 

McMullin eta/ . (2002) measured the effects of surround
ing information and line length on text comprehension. 

They found that participants got distracted by the additional column or paragraph 

of information and performed slightly less well on comprehension questions than 

when information was surrounded by white space. They favored the use of white 

spaces over multiple columns, as white spaces helped prevent the influence of dis

tracting and unimportant information and decreased the need to scan across the 

entire screen, which could be tiring for the viewer's eye span. Results from this study 

supported the research by Dyson and Haselgrove (2001) showing that very small line 

lengths (25 cpl) lead to less comprehension than line lengths of 55 and 100 cpl. Shaikh 

and Chaparro (2004) noted a speed-accuracy trade-off while participants read faster 

at the longest line length of 95 cpl and they actually comprehended less. 

Reading rate 
Numerous studies have been conducted to explore the effects 

of line length on reading rate on printed as well as on

screen materia I. Early research on legibility of different line lengths in print has 

been measured by reading rate with only a check on comprehension (Tinker, 1963). Past 

studies have shown that other factors like method of movement (scrolling and paging) 

and eye movements with fixation frequency, pause duration, regression frequency, and 

saccade duration also affect reading rate as a function of line length (Paterson & Tinker, 

1940; Luckiesh & Moss, 1941 ). Using reading performance test results Tinker and Paterson 

(1940) found that very short line widths (seven picas) and excessively long line widths 

(36 picas) for six point type size, produced delayed reading rates in comparison with moder

ate line widths of about 14 picas. They summarized the reasons behind delaying rates in 

reading long lines as an inaccurate return sweep, from the end of one line to the begin

ning of the next, causing the reader to re-read the same line or omit the next, and in 

reading short lines as inability to make maximum use of horizontal cues. Another study 
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conducted by Tinker and Paterson in 1940, compared reading performances 
on speed of reading for 80 mm lines (form A) with varying line lengths of 59, 
97, 114, 136, 152, 168 or 186 mm (form B), both at 10 point type size. They 

found 80 mm lines yielded faster reading than any of the other line lengths and 
concluded that optimum line length lies somewhere in between 59 to 97 mm. 
They also suggested that line lengths should be kept within the limits of 75 to 
90 mm if speedy reading is desired. They showed the relation between speed of 
reading and the ability of the reader to establish and maintain regular rhythmic 

eye movements. They claimed that less efficient reading with very short lines is 
due to inability to establish rhythmical eye movements. 
An experiment comparing form A and form 8 (see Tinker 
and Paterson , 1 9 4 0) also revealed that negative or positive change in opti
mum line length affects fast readers in terms of retardation in speed of reading and 
improves speed of reading for slow readers. On the other hand Luckiesh and Moss 

(1941 ), who studied the influence of line-length on readability by measuring the rate 
of involuntary blinking of the eyes, patterns of eye movements in reading and rate 
of normal reading on 1 0-point text type with line lengths of 13, 17, 21, 25, 29 picas, 
found no influence of line-length on speed of reading. Yet they considered shortest 
line length of 13 picas superior to lines of longer lengths for increased readability, 
attributed to fewest blinks during reading shortest lines. However, rate of blinking 
as an appropriate criterion of readability is questionable and produces unreliable data 
(Tinker, 1963; Perera, 2004). Tinker (1963) considered rate of blinking as a measure of 
legibility questionable, if no experimenter other than Luckiesh and his colleagues can 
duplicate the results in Luckiesh and Moss (1941 ). 
Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) found that SO-character lines 
were read faster than 40-character lines based on their 
experiment on readability of text scrolled on visual display 
terminals as a function of three different variables: line lengths 
with respect to window size, number of characters in each line and window heights. They 
had subjects read 30 noncontiguous passages of about 300 words with two character 

densities (40 or 80 cpl), five window heights of 1, 2, 3, 4 or 20, lines and three different 
line lengths as approximately full, two-thirds and one-third the screen width. They found 

----------ma:t-:t@X.:t-ir.+.8.Chcbar.acterJines._were read 30% faster than text in 40-character lines, lines of 
two-thirds or full-screen widths were read 25% faster than lines of one-third screen widths 
and text in one-line or two-line windows was read 9% slower than text in 20-line windows. 

These findings led to the conclusion that speed of reading scrolled text is increased with 
increase in line length, character density and window height, with window height having 
less effect than the other two. 
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Dyson and Kipping (1998) conducted two experiments 
to explore the effects of line length on reading from 
a screen. Participants were asked to silently read a series of documents 
displayed on the screen with line lengths of 25, 40, 55, 70, 85, 100 cpl and 
scrolling and paging as methods of movement. As participants read and moved 
through the document with the down and up keys, the time taken to read each 
document was recorded. The total reading time per document was used as a 
measure of reading rate. They found that 100 cpl was read significantly faster 
than 25 cpl in both scrolled and paged conditions. In the scrolled condition they 
argued that less t ime had to be spent on scrolling through the documents, as 
there were fewer lines of text (also Dyson and Haselgrove, 2001). This pattern 
of scrolling exploited the full size of the window, as more lines of text were read 
before moving further down in the document allowing for processing of larger 
chunks of text without interruption from scrolling movement. In the paged condi-
tion, the shorter time could be attributed to fewer key presses at 1 00 cpl than at 
25 cpl while navigating through the document. Another possible explanation given 
for faster reading at 100 cpl was that this line length reduces some glare from the 
screen, as text was covering most of the screen. Line lengths that did not fill the 
screen had an area of white to the right of the text which might have proved distract-
ing. This glare is increased when lines are short, but can be reduced by having multiple 
columns of short lines. Glare had also been reported as a problem in a comparison of 
different CRT displays by Gould et al. (1987). As a follow up experiment of the same 
study Dyson and Kipping (1998) had hypothesized that by reducing the glare from the 
screen using a gray background, shorter lines were read at similar rates to longer lines. 
This study had revealed that participants may adjust their reading patterns according 
to the line length they are reading and the amount of scrolling required, thus achieving 
better reading rates. In 1997, Dyson and Kipping (1997a) concluded that text displayed 
in a single wide column (80 cpl) was read faster than a three column (25 cpl each) format, 
when both used paged movement to advance through the document. In contradiction 
to Dyson and Kipping (1997a), they further concluded that long lines, when read at fast 
speeds, facilitated skim reading as more information displayed at a time could aid read
ers to skim through it easily. In their experiment on the effects of line length on reading 
speed and comprehension Shaikh and Chaparro (20.04)Jouruitbat.whil€-!eadil=lg.+a.te-W£J~s --------~ 
fastest in 95 cpl, reading efficiency did not differ based on line length. This implies a speed-
accuracy trade-off as participants read faster at 95 cpl but actually comprehended less. 
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Method of movement 

Method of movement refers to how a reader navigates 
through the text on screen. Studies have been conducted to ana

lyze the effects of line length on comprehension and reading rate influenced 
by method of movement like scrolling and paging. However, research that has 
investigated methods of moving through the text on screen has not produced 
any clear findings. Readers use various scrolling patterns measured by the time 
spent in pauses, time in scrolling, the length of the first pause and the number of 
scrolling movements (Dyson and Haselgrove, 2001). Dyson and Kipping (1997a) 
found that paging was faster than scrolling, as time spent in the physical action of 
scrolling accounted for the slower reading rate . In 1998, Dyson and Kipping stud
ied the effects of paging versus scrolling on reading from the screen. They noted 
no significant difference in reading rate in scrolled or paged conditions as well as 
no interaction between line length and method of movement in their findings. They 

concluded that reading from a screen permits a number of ways of scrolling through 
text which may result in a range of reading patterns. These patterns may be influ
enced by line length and result in varying degree of efficiency of reading. Dyson and 
Haselgrove (2001) had believed that scrolling time may be longer with short lines 
as they require more time to bring up an equivalent amount of new text than with 
longer lines. They reported the influence of line length on time spent in pauses, with 
the longest pauses at the longest lines resulting in slower reading rate. Participants 
might have felt that they can allocate more time in pauses as they did not need to 
spend much time in scrolling long lines. More detailed explanation of the effects of line 
length on comprehension and reading rate with scrolling and paging from these studies 

can be found in the previous two sections of this paper. 

Eye movements 
Measuring eye movements has been an important part of 
determining readability of text from print as well as screen 
media . While reading, the eye does not continuously scan a line. Rather, it stops (fix

ates) for about one-quarter of a second and then rapidly jumps to another place on the 
line; these stops and jumps are known as fixations and saccades (Gould et al., 1987) and 

----------=-ln1'5ff'ffatrollis--p~ch:turing-thFfixations.-When-t-he-erK:I-ef-#le-hRe-i5-reaffieEI-Feaeer:~---

traverse back to read the beginning of the new line. These return movements are referred 
to as return sweeps. Backward moves within a line to re-examine material not clearly 
perceived or understood are know as regressions (Tinker, 1963). Various studies have 
measured the effects of eye movements on readability of text in terms of fixation fre-
quency, fixation duration, perception time, regression frequency and saccade duration. 
Eye-movement records from different studies (summarized in Tinker, 1963) show that 
more fixation pauses of greater duration occur while reading very short lines (Tinker, 
1963). Further, reading very long lines is less efficient due to regression following 
the return sweep to the beginning of the new line. Early research conducted by 
Tinker and Paterson (1940) reported that while reading excessively short lines, fixation 
frequency was increased with fewer words per fixation, pause duration was lengthened 
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and perception time (combination of fixation frequency with pause duration) 
was greatly increased. Luckiesh and Moss (1941) noted that eye muscle mech
anisms would become less capable of making small and precisely controlled 
steps in each fixation as lines get longer, making reading more difficult due to 
erratic eye movements. 
Kolers et a/ . (1981) measured the readability of CRT 
dis pI a y s based on eye move men t s. Their results show that increas-
ing the number of characters per line (from 40 to 80) by halving their widths 
increased the number of fixations but the total number of fixations per passage 
was decreased. In addition, the number of words extracted per fixation was larger, 
the duration of each fixation was longer and the total reading time was shorter. 
Duchnicky and Kolers (1983), replicating findings from Kolers et al. (1981 ), sup
ported this conclusion that very short lines elicit more and longer fixation pauses. 
With short line length readers may not be able to make use of much information 
in each fixation and may decrease their saccade length which could slow down 
the reading (Rayner and Pollatsek, 1989). Luckiesh and Moss (1941) observed the 
unique characteristic of eye movements during the reading of lines of different 
lengths. Data from their study revealed that the average number of fixations as well 
as average fixation-span was increased as the line-length was increased, which was 
contradictory to Duchnicky and Kolers (1983). Lynch and Horton (1999) showed that 
wider lines of text require readers to move their heads slightly or strain their eye mus
cles to track over the long text, so readability suffers because readers may lose track of 
the next line on the long trip back to the left margin. On the other hand, Kolers et al. 
(1981) favored long line lengths of 80 cpl as more information was extracted from the 
text with each fixation, for more efficient reading. They achieved this by halving letter 
widths, so they didn't increase the actual line width here. 

Peripheral vision 
Readability of text read from screen or print material is also 
affected by how readers make use of horizontal or vertical 
peripheral cues generated by reading end of lines. Readability is 
decreased due to inability of readers to make maximum use of these cues. Tinker and 
Paterson (1940) observed retardation in tbe rate of reading an excessively short line, due to 
inability to make maximum use of horizontal peripheral cues in reading printed text. They 
found that efficient use of peripheral vision during the first fixation of a line yielded premo
nitions of coming word, phrase positions, sentence breaks and meanings with an optimum 
line length (i.e ., moderate line length of 13 picas), which could guide and shorten future 
fixations. They also noted that peripheral vision in a vertical as well as a horizontal direction 
provides visual cues of words in the line succeeding the one in direct fixation to facilitate 
reading. Furthermore, peripheral vision accompanying the first fixation in a line is less effec
tive with long lines than with short lines. (For printed text Burt, Cooper and Martin, in 1955 
concluded that short lines prevent the eye of the trained reader from taking in large phrases 
with a single fixation and making optimal use of peripheral vision. 
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Factors affecting line length 
A number of studies have been conducted assessing 
the factors that affect line length of material read 
from screen as well as print media.Thestudiessofarinthisfield 
discuss the structure of the screen including number of columns, vertical or hori
zontal screen organization, screen size and typographical factors like font type 
and size, line leading, visual angle, spacing and justification. 

Print versus screen media 
Variation in optimal line length between print media and 
on-screen text may be due to a range of reading patterns 
generated with a number of different ways of scrolling 
and paging to navigate through the document (Dyson and 
Kip ping, 1 9 9 8). Kruk and Muter (1984) found that the text was read signifi

cantly slower from screen than from book when both had a comparable amount of 
information at 39 cpl. Various experiments were conducted by Gould et al. (1987) 
in an attempt to answer why reading is slower from CRT displays than from paper. 
They reported that lines of characters on CRT displays are often wider than the same 
lines printed on paper. They found that at optimum conditions reading performance 

from a display could get to within 90% of reading print. They also noted significantly 
slower proofreading speed with computer display compared with paper. On the other 
hand, Kahn and Lenk (1998) recommended that optimal line length should not vary 
between print and screen media. Results from print research do not address specific 
characteristics of computer display such as monitor refresh rate, screen resolution, 
gamma rate (non-proportional rate at which a monitor screen "gets brighter" as the 
electrical signal applied to it increases) and reflected vs. emitted light. The consensus 
is that print results should not be applied to Web sites or other computer-based plat
forms without consideration of the unique aspects of computer monitors (McMullin et 
al., 2002). 

Screen structure 
Readability of text is also affected by the way information is 
o 1 g a 11 i z e d o 11 I o t/1 e s c 1 e e 11 . Nomber--cf-rofttfflfl5""'(erte-wide-vS:-ffttfltti3~w--------: 

columns), large or small screen sizes, vertical or horizontal screen organizations and window 
height are some of the driving factors affecting line length. In a number of studies, rate of 
reading and comprehension were studied based on changes in line lengths depending upon 
these factors. 
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Number of columns 

Line length measures can be confounded with the 
am o u n t of in form a t ion on t h e screen . So experiments study-

ing the effects of number of columns on line lengths should compare one wide 
column with multiple narrow columns where each page has the same amount 
of information and therefore the same amount of potential glare. As stated ear-

lier, Dyson and Kipping (1997) tested the ease of reading specific formats used 

for on-line publications. A single column format with relatively long line length 
of 80 cpl was compared with a three column format with a line length of 25 cpl. 
They found that a single wide column was read faster with no overall difference 

in comprehension than three narrow columns when both used paged movement 
to advance through the document (also (Dyson and Kipping, 1998). In contrast to 
reading performance in this study, subjective judgments of ease of reading rated 

the three-column format easier to read for fast readers, reportedly due to their abil
ity to easily scan through narrow columns and extract meaning. Efficient reading 
with three column format for speedy readers was also supported by Brown (1970), 

who explained that the three-column format reduces the need for lateral eye move
ments and thereby allows the readers to scan vertically down the text. On the other 
hand Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) indicated that text in narrow columns was read 
significantly more slowly than text in wider columns on CRT displays. 

There are several other contradicting recommendations 

made regarding the effects of line length in single or mul-
ti co I u m n dis pI a y. Kahn and Lenk (1998) recommended a line length of 66 to 75 
cpl for a single column layout and 30 to 40 cpl per column for a multiple column layout 
for on-screen reading. Lynch and Horton (1999) offered a psychological reason behind 
narrow columns: at normal reading distance the eye's span of acute focus is only about 

3 inches wide. Bringhurst (1992) in his book Elements of typographic style proposed an 
optimal line length for a single column page between 45 to 75 cpl (with 66 cpl being 
ideal) and for a multiple column page between 40 to 50 cpl per column. Reynolds (1980) 
recommended a single column of text on the screen while Mourant, Lakshman and Chan
tadisai (1981) preferred three-column layout attributable to reduced visual fatigue. Luck

iesh and Moss (1941) stated that lines of 13 picas in length are superior to greater line 
____ __,l""en....._gl-l.lthU<lswf.vo,t:-prini,-buLi.Lshould not be assumed thaLtwo 1 3-pica colt IIDOS-OO.-tbe.-sam,..,._ ________ _ 

page would be superior to a single column of 26 picas, due to a possibility that the second 

column might be a distraction in reading of the first, and vice versa. This argument was also 
supported by visual masking data (Turvey, 1973), that when a visual stimulus is too near to 
other stimuli, the ability to perceive each is diminished. This collection of apparently contra-

dictory studies seems to point towards readers' preference for relatively narrow columns of 

text, but performance superiority, at least for fast readers, on single, 
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Screen size 

Dyson and Kipping ( 1998) concluded that shorter read

ing time occurred for on screen material at 100 cpi . As 
a possible reason for this they cited de Bruijn et al. (1992) who investigated the 
effects of screen size (12 versus 15 inch) on learning of text presented on the 

monitor of a personal computer. De Bruijn et al. (1992) found that subjects using 
a 15 inch screen needed less learning time than subjects using a 12 inch screen, 

with no difference in learning performance. Learning was assessed by summari

zation and a multiple choice test after the reading task to measure the amount of 
information retained . They interpreted this advantage in terms of an efficient inte
gration process in constructing the semantic representation of text from a single 
page. Dyson and Kipping (1998) also noted that lines that did not fill the screen 

had an area of white to the right of the text that could distract readers resulting in 

slower reading. Hansen and Haas (1988) considered page size as one of the primary 
factors that influence the behavior of users as they read and write with computers. 

In their experiments they utilized small (personal computer screen holding 24 lines 
of 80 characters each) and large (workstation screen holding 46 lines of about 
80 characters each) page sizes. Their various reading experiments showed reading 
from workstation superior to reading from personal computers. They further noted 

that page size could affect reading tasks by limiting the context for the visible text, 

thus burdening short term memory. If the page size is small, it takes time to scroll 
through the document and that interferes with concentration . Still, optimum display 
size remains an issue that requires further empirical attention (Dillon et al., 1990). 
In all these studies it is important to note the effects of 

screen resolution on length of line for onscreen reading. 
Bridgeman et al., (2003) in their study on effects of screen size, screen resolution and 

display rate on computer based test performance, noted that screen resolution is critical 
because it impacts both the size of text on the screen and the amount of information 

that can be displayed. Also, a higher resolution allows more words per line and more lines 
per screen than can be displayed in a lower resolution. 

Typographical factors 
---------1-A-e-l-l'+e+a-Hi-f-€-f-e-V-i-e-w e d s o fa r in t 1++£-p-a-p e r a d d r-ess e d p s y c !+.tJ..=----------;. 

logical aspects of reading from screen and print media. Studies 
cited showed how these factors relate with line length and readability of text. This section 

of the paper describes typographical factors like font size and type, line leading, spacing and 
visual angle and their effects on readability with a stress on line length . 
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Font type and size 
Early research conducted by Tinker and Paterson 
( 1 9 4 0) ( s u m m a r i z e d in Tin k e r, 1 9 6 3) s h o we d a s t r o n g 
r e I a t i o n b e tween I in e width a n d f o n t t y p e s i z e s . They rec-

om mended line widths ranging between 17 and 37 picas for 12-point type size, 
between 17 and 27 picas for 10 points, between 13 and 25 picas for 8 points, 
and 9 to 25 picas for 6 points. Of course if amount of information is held con

stant, line length increases with increase in font type sizes. They also noted that 
6- and 8-point type sizes were read slower than the larger type sizes (9, 10, 11, 
12 points) due to the increased number of fixations, fewer words per fixations, 
longer pause duration and longer perception time with more regression. (Espe
cially the 'fewer words per fixation' for smaller fonts is counterintuitive, and, we 

would guess, wrong. But that is what they reported.) Bringhurst (1992) recom

mended that length of line (in point unit) should be around 30 (between 20 to 40) 
times the point size of a font type in a conventional book page. For example for 
12-point font size line length should be 360-point. 

Line leading 
The amount of space between lines of text, line leading, 
is c I o s e I y reI a ted to I in e I eng t h effects. These effects were studied 
for both print as well as on-screen reading. For on-screen reading, Grabinger and 
Osman-Jouchoux (1996), in their recommendation for basic typography, noted that 

space between the lines helps readers maintain vertical position in the text. Readers 
prefer short lines of about eight to ten words or 45 to 60 characters long that are single 
spaced. The longer the line, the harder it is to maintain position on that line, therefore 
more leading is needed. Hedrick (2002) also recommended more leading as the line gets 

longer. But he strongly disagreed with the use of double line spacing. Kolers et al. (1981) 

studied the effects of space between lines on reading performance. Their results showed 
that single spacing produced more fixations per line, that is fewer words per fixation. 
Therefore total reading time was longer with single spacing than with double spacing. 
Lynch and Horton (1999) presented a line spacing rule: make line spacing at least 1/30 of 

the line length to give a two-degree downward angle for finding the next line (HFS, 

-----+-9g~R~ftai-lff1€--leaeiB~~ews-leBg€Hi~A--wi#toot-saEFifiEiflg-iee------------' 
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ibility (Lynch and Horton, 1999), line length of more than 75 to 80 cpl with 
proper leading is too long for continuous reading (Bringhurst, 1992). For 
printed text, Tinker (1963) presented limits of variation in line width and leading 

('safety zones') that may be used for a given type size without loss of legibility 
from various experiments and surveys in printing practice. 

Visual angle 
The visual angle of line of characters is the angle 
formed by the width of the line of characters as it 
relates to the reading distance of that line from the 
reader's eye. More precisely, the visual angle of a line of characters is twice 
the arc tangent of the ratio of one-half the width of that line to its distance from 
the reader's lens (Gould et al., 1987). Experiments conducted by Gould and Grisch
kowsky (1984) had a line on a CRT display 1.52 times the width of the same line 
printed on paper in 1 0-point type size. In these experiments the visual angle sub
tended at viewer's eye by a 69-character line on CRT display was greater than the 
visual angle subtended by a 69-character line on paper with equal reading distance 
from both the media. Thereafter Gould et al. (1987) conducted a number of experi
ments in an attempt to explore multiple variables, with reading distance (visual angle) 

as one of them, for why reading is slower from CRT displays than from paper. Their 
reading distance experiment concluded that people sit farther away from a CRT screen 
than from paper which led to smaller visual angle by CRT display than by paper. From 
the visual angle experiment they noted that speed and accuracy of proofreading were 
reduced at extreme visual angles. At small visual angles, characters were hard to dis

criminate and at large visual angles more eye fixations were required due to fewer 
characters perceived peripherally. From various experiments conducted by Gould et al. 
(1984; 1987) it is not clear whether people are sitting farther from the screen because 
lines are longer or lines are kept longer on screens because people sit farther from the 
screen. McMullin et al. (2002) noted that line length subtended by visual angle increases 
with the distance from the viewer's eyes to the reading material. Since computer monitors 

are viewed at greater distance than most of the printed material, eyes can transverse greater 
line lengths with motions that are equivalent to the recommended line lengths in print. 
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Word spacing and text justification 

One of the early psychological studies in typography 
was conducted by Burt, Cooper and Martin in 1955. 
They concluded that short lines require widely varying spaces between words 
and increase the number of broken words at the end of lines. Bringhurst (1992) 
also supported this by stating that line length less than 38 or 40 cpl wi ll lead 
to uneven spaces and more hyphenation at the end of the line wh ich is hard 
to read . Hedrick (2002) recommended that no more than three lines in a row 
should be hyphenated. He also found difficulties encountered in reading lines of 
text with uneven spaces and hyphenation. 
Campbell (1981) studied the effects on reading speed 

of two different types of right justification in computer 
p r in ted text, one with fixed character spacing and the other with variable 
character spacing, where extra space is distributed proportionally between and 
within the words of the line. He noticed that right justification with variable charac
ter spacing produced faster reading than fixed character spacing or unjustified text. 
On the other hand Gregory and Hartley (1987) recommended the use of left-justified 
text on the screens when line lengths are approximately 20 cpl. 

Length and complexity of passages 
Surber (1992) had 52 college students read a long or a 
short passage and then take a multiple choice test con
taining main point and detail questions to investigate the 

effects of length of the passage on retention of informa
tion, reading speed and highlighting patterns. He found that subjects took almost 
twice the amount of time per word to read short passages compared with long pas
sages. He hypothesized the reason behind this was engagement in a greater depth 
of processing for more elaboration. The conclusion of efficient reading with narrative 
passages compared to short news articles was also supported by Shaikh and Chaparro 
(2004). They found that test participants read faster and comprehended more while read
ing narrative passages compared with reading short news articles. We believe these find
ings had more to do with the participants' motivation and their understanding of the task, 

-----!.han..with lower-level readlng-processe:..---------------------------+ 
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Design Guidelines 
Here we distill the studies reviewed in this paper and 
derive recommended design guidelines for printed and 
on-screen text considering line length as a major factor 
affecting readability of the text. 

Design guidelines for printed text 

• Medium line lengths are optimal for efficient reading of printed text compared to 
very short lines of 5 picas and very long lines of 36 picas: for example 13 picas or 59 
to 97 mm or 52 cpl (Tinker, 1963) and 3.5 to 5.5 in. (Burt, Cooper and Martin, 1955). 

• As line length is decreased, the angular deviation of the return sweeps is increased, 
and thus the relative separation between the lines appears to increase and so read

ability is decreased (Luckiesh and Moss, 1941 ). 

• Line width between 17 to 18 picas for double column printing in magazines, between 

21 to 22 picas for a single column printing in scientific journals and between 21 to 22 
picas for a single column printing in text books is considered to be optimal (Tinker, 1963). 

• For 8- and 1 0-point font type sizes, line widths can be extended without the loss of 

legibility with two-point line leading (Tinker, 1963). 

• Optimal line length for 1 0-point type size is about 80 mm, laying somewhere in 
between 59 and 97 mm (Tinker and Paterson, 1941 ). 

• Line widths for multiple columns, 30 to 40 cpl (Lynch and Horton, 1999). 
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Design guidelines for on-screen text 

• Medium line length of 55 cpl for ease of reading, better comprehension and 
better reading rates for on-screen text compared to very short lines of 25 cpl 
and very long lines of 1 OOcpl (Dyson and Kipping, 1998). 

• Readers prefer short lines of about 8 to 1 0 words or 45 to 60 characters long 

(Grabinger and Osman-Jouchoux, 1996). 

• Single spacing produces more fixations per line resulting in fewer words per 
fixation and so total reading time is longer than with double spacing (Duchnicky 
and Kolers, 1981 ). 

• Additional line spacing allows longer line length without sacrificing legibility 
(Lynch and Horton, 1999). 

• Lines more than 9 or 10 words on an average must be leaded proportionately 
to the length of line. Lines with more words should have additional space between 
them (Hill, 2001). 

• Make line spacing at least 1/30 of the line length to give a 2-degree downward 
angle for finding the next line (HFS, 1988). 

• Line length should be around 30 times (between 20 to 40) the size of the font type 
(Bringhurst, 1992). 

• Line widths for single columns, 65 to 75 cpl (Kahn and Lenk, 1998) or 45 to 75 (66 cpl 
ideal) (Bringhurst, 1992) or 100 cpl (Dyson and Kipping, 1997a). 

• Line widths for multiple columns, 30 to 45 cpl (Galitz, 1993) or 30 to 40 cpl (Kahn and 
Lenk, 1998) or 40 to 50 cpl (Bringhurst, 1992). 

--------Fttlly-tt15ti-f~€8-te~affi-te--FeaEH;)eEat:J-Se-eHlyt71=terta-t:ieFt,--t:ffieV€f\-1}F€a-ks-i-AiJitr-ases-a-AA-----------" 

words and variab le spacing. So left-justified text is considered easier to read with constant 
spacing (Grabinger and Osman-Jouchoux, 1996). 
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Conclusion and directions for future research 
Line length of text read from printed and on-screen 
material affects various aspects of reading such as 

com prehension, reading rate, method of movement to navigate through 
the page (scrolling and paging) and eye movements. On the other hand differ
ent screen structures with different number of columns and screen size and vari

ous typographical factors like font type and size, line spacing, distance from the 

media, character spacing, length and complexity of passage affect what is con-
sidered to be an optimal line length. This is a very complex interaction, occurring 
on multiple levels. For instance, it seems as though line length affects method of 

movement, and method of movement affects reading speed. 
Studies concluded that moderate line length in between 
50 to 70 cpl are the easiest to read and users do not 

prefer extreme line lengths (very short or very long) while 

reading from screen. There was no significant effect of line length found on 
comprehension, though fast readers benefit from narrow columns with short lines 
due to specific reading patterns (with one contradictory finding). It seems as though 
good readers can, with columns that are almost exactly as long as their spans of 

apprehension, simply make downward saccades, down the middle of the column, 
apprehending all the line, left and right. 

And so, let us conclude with the following set of recom
mendations. 

1. Ensure that the width of the column, for running text, is at least as long as the span 
of apprehension for good readers, to maximize the use of their peripheral vision . The 
length of this span will vary with the easiness of the material being read, but a reason

able guideline would be 55 to 75 cpl. 

2. Keep length of line moderate for ease of reading. It is difficult to make accurate return 
sweeps in longer lines, and shorter lines decrease the saccade length and don't let the 
reader make maximum use of their peripheral vision. 

--------__j3-ll..uJong.eL.!in.es_are_QK,_especially for non familiar or otherwise djfficult material and if 
speedy reading is desired. But again they increase the difficulty in making return sweeps. 
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4. Use the whole screen, regardless of the screen size. Leaving too much white 

space allows too much glare and distracts the reader. Consider a grayed back
ground, to reduce glare, while still maintaining high levels of contrast with the 

text. 

5. In using the whole screen, consider multiple (optimal width) columns, rather 

than one long column. 

6. If using multiple columns, ensure that the columns are divided by enough 

white space to minimize the effects of visual masking. 

7. Left-justify the text. If you wish to right-justify the text also, only do so with 

proportionately-spaced fonts. 

8. Have the longer lines spaced (leading) proportionally to the line length to easily 
identify the beginning of the new line. No less than one-thirtieth of the line length . 

9. Increase the line length with increase in distance from which the text is read. 
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